Assessment Committee - JHL College of Education

**Agenda: April 2, 2021 @ 11am -12:30pm**

"Be the Best at Getting Better Together!"

- Welcome
- CAEP and GaPSC Updates (MN)
  - GaPSC Feedback Report Overview: Will discuss more in depth in Zoom rooms/Faculty Meeting
  - CAEP Revised Initial Standards (FYI)

GaPSC Feedback was very specific. There were more comments regarding PRS II, Section IV (Standards 1 and 6) - namely a great deal of feedback regarding some endorsements. Section III- there was less feedback. S2- no issues!

- Assessment Updates
  - Spring Placements (PBDA)
    - MAT 2nd Placements PBDA

Dr. Newton and Shan are making those placements in LT.

- Validity and Reliability Protocols for Program Assessments: Assessment Plan UPDATE

Verbiage has been crafted and will be added to the Handbook.

- Replacement of the edTPA (May-July discussion)

ND, JP and MN will move forward with work on a replacement for the edTPA. The TWS will be examined. MN wants ONE consistent TWS for all teacher ed programs that addresses the data needed that is no longer available in the absence of the edTPA.

- Other items of interest for the group

- Next meeting: TBD

- Adjourn to DEPARTMENT ZOOM Rooms: Specifics were discussed by department.

Nicole: Teacher Education: Review GaPSC Report

Mike: PL&I: Discussion of Phase-In Plans for S3 and S4 (Review GaPSC Report)

Adjourn
JHL College of Education Mission: The John H. Lounsbury College of Education innovatively and collaboratively develops and empowers educational professionals, P-12 communities, and the Georgia College community to promote diversity, equity, advocacy, and excellence in learning, teaching, service, and scholarship.